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HOW TO USE THIS INDEX: Feature material has been indexed three or more times—once by the title under which it was published, again under the author’s last name, and finally under one or more of the subject categories or railroads. Photographs standing alone, as in “Railroad News Photos” and “Photo Section,” are indexed (usually by railroad), but photographs within a feature article are not separately indexed. Brief news items are indexed under the appropriate railroad and/or category; news stories are indexed under the appropriate railroad and/or category and under the author’s last name. Most references to people are indexed under the company with which they are easily identified; if there is no easy identification, they may be indexed under the person’s last name (for deaths, see “Obituaries”). Maps, museums, radio frequencies, railroad historical societies, rosters of locomotives and equipment, product reviews, and stations are indexed under these categories. Items from countries from other than the U.S. and Canada are indexed under the appropriate country.
**Detours:**
- Dakota, Missouri Valley & Western:
  - Cupp, Dan, articles by:
  - Dakota, Minnesota & Eastern:
  - Diven, William P., articles by:
  - Dougherty, Geoffrey H., article by:

**Juice Train!**
- Suffers communication outage, Jul 23
- Variety in the Valley, Sep 39
- Growing the Business, Mar 14
- By Way Of Tribute, Jun 56

**Units still in Chessie paint (photo), Jun 35**

**EBT Celebrates 40 Years of Preservation, Nov 116**
- Specially painted ore cars (photo), Apr 28
- Juice Train (photo), Mar 1
- Inspection train on ex-B&O (photo), Dec 69
- Moffat Main Line, Apr 66
- Changes name, paint scheme (photo), Oct 26
- Ten Minutes After Sunrise (photo), Jun 98

**Conferences of a “Sacred Central Illinois” Raifman, Jul 48**
- Diesels preserved, Apr 85

Hahn, Martin T., article by:
- They Silt Their Throats, and Now They Want to Eat, Jul 74

**Names of the Train, Part 1, Sep 62**

**Great Northern:**
- Empire Builder (photo), Dec 4
- Empire Builder: Seven Days of Service, Dec 72

**Great Smoky Mountains Railway:**
- Changes name, paint scheme (photo), Oct 38
- Line to be Sold, Mar 86

**Green Mountain Railway:**
- Restores Connecticut River Line (photo), Jun 33
- Plans passenger service, May 25

**Green Bay & Western:**
- Historic GB&W Shops Razed, Apr 84

**Gruber, John, article by:**
- Historic GB&W Shops Razed, Apr 84
- Guilford Rail System:
  - CSX Courts Connections in New England, Jan 21
  - Jointly operated trains with CSX (photo), Oct 38
  - Vermont, buys Guilford Line, Mar 20
  - Victory (in Maine), Jan 23

**Gulf, Mobile & Ohio:**
- Confessions of a “Sacred Central Illinois” Raifman, Jul 48

**Harley, Robert, article by:**
- Break From Merger Mania, Dec 16

**Heber Valley:**
- Great Western 2-8-0 75 Debuts on Heber Valley, Oct 84

**Huletts Come Down, Oct 84**

**Hunt, CHARLIE, article by:**
- Old Official Guide and a Common Bond, Sep 69

**Hungrywolf, Adolph, article by:**
- Railroader in the Rockies (photo), Feb 40

**Hunt, CHARLIE, article by:**
- Old Official Guide and a Common Bond, Sep 69

**Indiana Central:**
- Confessions of a “Sacred Central Illinois” Raifman, Jul 48

**Indian Head Central:**
- Chesapeake Railway Association exception (photo), Jun 35

**Indiana & Ohio:**
- Gets two SD40-2's (photo), May 34
- NS run-through locomotives (photo), Mar 26

**Indiana & Ohio:**
- Gets two SD40-2's (photo), May 34

**Indiana Northern & Pacific:**
- Idaho Treasure, Jul 38

**Irving Railroad:**
- A Railroad of Contrasts, Sep 48

**Iowa:</text>
Train at Nilles, Mich. (photo), Jun 46
Train for all Centuries, Jan 74
We Brought the NYC to Its Knees, Dec 58
New York, Chicago & St. Louis:
Carfloat operations (photos), Mar 28, Jul 4
Cross Harbor Locomotives and Carfloats, Jul 63
New York Cross Harbor—Smoothing Sailing Ahead?
Jul 58
New York, New Haven & Hartford:
New Haven CSX Marks 50 Years, Aug 82
New York, Susquehanna & Western:
Last Hanjin car train (photo), May 33
Markets MTDs with full excursion (photo), Aug 30
Nickel Plate Road: See New York, Chicago & St. Louis
Northern & Western:
Battle of Blue Ridge, Oct 62
Carlisle Odyssey, Mar 48
Founders at Bristol, Va., depot, Jan 110
Nordic Southern:
Another Line Location On Tap for NS; WC Fin
Aldag, Robert, Aug 18
Chosen by Vermont to operate ex-B&M line, Aug 23

Other:
Atlanta Offices for Sale, Jan 23
Krambles, George W., Feb 20

Railroad Videos Bring a New Dimension to the
Acknowledging Amtrak’s Failure is the Key to Saving Rail Service, Oct 76
Seminole Gulf:
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